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Abstract: Let J: C”[ a, b] + W be a bounded linear functional on the space of s times continuously differentiable 
functions (s 2 0), and let Y = (y,,,) be a triangular matrix of nodes satisfying a = yO,, < yl,n < . . . < y,,, = b. Then 
one may approximate J by linear functionals Q, of the form Q,[f] = E:=-,72ai,,f(yi,,) where m,, m2 E (0,l). 
Among these, we consider the best formulas Q,” in the sense of Sard. For certain classes of nodes (which include, e.g., 
equidistant nodes, and the nodes of the Gauss quadrature formulas), and for arbitrary J, we give estimates for the 
weights a:” of Q,“, for the corresponding Peano kernels, and for the approximation error, including the error for 
interpolation by natural splines. By choosing special J’s, estimates for best formulas for numerical integration, 
interpolation and differentiation are obtained, and also exponential decay of the fundamental natural splines is 
proved. 
Keywords: Best formulas in the sense of Sard, linear functionals, natural splines, spline interpolation. 
1. Introduction 
We are interested in approximating arbitrary bounded linear functionals J E ( Cs[ a, b]) * by 
(“quadrature”) formulas Q,. Any such J has a representation 
J[f] = CJ[~(‘)] whereJiE(C[a, b])*. 
i=o 
Therefore, we may restrict to consider a single element of this sum, i.e., our problem is to 
approximate a functional of the form 
J[f] =I[fcS)] for IE (C[a, b])* and f~ CS[u, b]. 0.1) 
From now on, J (or I, respectively) always means a functional of the type (1.1). The formulas Q, 
considered will be of the form 
n--M2 
QnLfI = C ai,nf(Yi,n)T (14 
i=m, 
where u=y,,<y,,,< ... <y,,= 
to have the following property (Q). 
b, and m,, m, E (0, 1). The nodes Y = (vi,,) are supposed 
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Definition 1. If there exist constants 6 = S(Y) and y = y(Y) > 0, such that 
Yj+l,n -Yj,n 
Yi+l,n -Yi,n 
d(l+ Ii-jl)’ for all i, j and n, 
then Y is said to have property (Q). 
Remarks. (1) The nodes common in quadrature theory (e.g., equidistant nodes, with y = 0, and 
the nodes of the Gauss formulas, with y = 1) satisfy property (Q) (therefore the “Q”). 
(2) Let Mo be the set of Y’s having property (Q), and let Mo and M, be the set of Y’s 
having bounded global and local mesh ratio, respectively. Then Mo $ Mo 5 M,. 
The question now is how to choose the weights u,,~. One common strategy is to interpolate f 
by a polynomial p of degree n - m, - m2, and then to define Q,[ f ] = J[ p]. But the convergence 
(or divergence) properties of the resulting formulas depend heavily on J and Y. Another 
possibility is to interpolate f by some spline function g, and to define Q,[ f ] = J[ g]. Here we 
will consider interpolation by natural polynomial splines, which is of interest because of its 
various optimality properties. E.g., J[ g], where g is the natural spline of degree 2r - 1, 
interpolating in y,,,, , . . . , y, _ m2,n, is identical with the best formula of order r in the sense of 
Sard ([16]; in the sequel, we use the approach of Sard). As will be seen, these formulas have a 
more regular behaviour than those obtained by polynomial interpolation. 
In Section 2, the main results are stated. In Section 3, estimates for the weights for some 
special functionals are given. The proofs are contained in Section 4. 
2. The main results 
Now let J (or I, respectively) and Y be given, and let r > s 2 0, and n > r + m, + ml. Let 
R”,[fl =J[fl -Q;r[f] =r[f@‘] - C a;,nf(Yi,n), 
for arbitrary a;,,. The best formulas 
satisfy 
sup IRz”*‘[ f] / = inf 
II f”’ II *G 1 ~I,,, 
where f E IV{, and, more generally, Wd = { f ; f (r-1) abs. cont., fcr) E $[a, b]}, with the usual 
L,-spaces and norms. Because of (2.1), it is sufficient to consider formulas which are exact for 
P,_, (polynomials of degree r - l), and therefore admit a Peano representation 
i=m, 
Q? in the sense of Sard, with weights u,f;I”, are those who 
sup IMfl I? (2.1) 
II f”’ II 2 G 1 
~“,[f] = /bf(‘)(x)K:,,(x) dx for f E WC. W) 
a 
As a consequence of (2.1) and (2.2), the Peano kernel K:i,’ of Q,““,’ minimizes ]I Kz,n I( z (see 
[13] for details about linear functionals, Peano’s theorem, and best formulas; it should be noted 
here, that our use of “best” is not always consistent with that of Sard [12,13], where the best 
formulas may depend on the support of the Peano kernels). 
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To formulate our results, we need some information on the functional I. As is well known, I 
can be represented as a fiemann-Stieltjes integral, 
~[fl = /*f(x) dw(x) for fE c[a, b], P-3) 
a 
where w is a function of bounded variation. Here, we will assume that w is continuous from the 
right on the open interval (a, b). Let V( W, c, d) denote the variation of w on [c, d] c [a, b], 
and let 
wp= I+, r,,,, Y/&+i,J, lu==o,..., n - I. (2.4) 
In terms of the wg, the weights and Peano kernels of Sard’s best formulas can be bounded in the 
following way. 
Theorem2. LetIE(C[a, b])*, let Ysatisfyproperty (Q), andlet O<s<randn>r+m, +m,. 
Then there exist constants cj = cj( r, Y), j = 1, 2, and q = q( r, Y) E (0, l), such that the weights 
and Peano kernels of Sard ‘s best formulas satisfy the following inequalities: 
(a) forj=m,,...,n-mm,, 
n-1 
CI(Yj+l,n -yj_],Js c wfiq’j-p’; 
p=o 
(b) for x E [Yj,,, ~j+l,,,l, j = 0,. . . , n - 1, 
JK:i*‘Cx) ( G c7_(Yj+l,n -Yj,n)r-s-’ 
n-l 
c w,q’j-“1. 
p=o 
(In (a>, y-,., and ~~+i.~ may be replaced by a and b, respectively.) 
For a functional F, let’ 
II F II j,p = suP 
II f”’ II Pd 
provided that the right-hand 
p = cc. Especially, we have 
n-l 
c wp= qw, a, 
IJlfl I? 
1 
side makes sense; here f E Wi for 1 <p < 00, and f E Cj[a, b] for 
b) = II 1 II O.m* 
p=o 
Part (a) and (c) of the following theorem are direct consequences of Theorem 2, whereas the 
proof of part (b) is somewhat more complicated, but follows the same lines. 
Theorem 3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 hold. Then 
tl--mz n-l 
(a) )(Q?rllO,m = c Ial’lYl G cl c (Y,+~,, --_Y~,~)-~w~ G47 II I II o,w9 
i=m, p=o 
where cl = cl(r, Y), and a,= fnino,iG.-~(_Y;+~,, -yj ,); 
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where c2 = cz(r, Y), and 
(4 II vllr,p G c3Ks-1’p II 1 II O,coY 
where 1 <p < 00, c3 = c3(r, Y, p), and A,, = maxO~i~n-l(yi+l,n-yi,n)~ 
From (c), we obtain the error estimate 
(Rpq’[ f] ( G c3dm;s-1/p II I )I o,oo II f”’ )I p for .fE y, (2.5) 
and from (b) and (c) (with p = co) 
J~ls~r[fll~~,ll~ll o,mq.-,(f? A,) for_fE Csb, bl, (2.6) 
where wj is the jth modulus of continuity (this is obtained by an application of the K-functional; 
see, e.g., [14]). Therefore, Q,B”*‘[f] converges for any f~ C’[a, b], if A,, -+ 0. For I[f] =f( u), 
(2.5) and (2.6) are estimates for the error of natural spline interpolation. Conversely, from 
estimates for the interpolation error there follow estimates for Rfl”*‘[f]. E.g., it follows from [l, 
Theorem 5.9.11, that (2.5) holds for arbitrary Y, if p = 2. For further estimates for the error in 
natural spline interpolation, see [1,14,18]. 
3. Interpolation, differentiation, integration 
In this section, we state, for some special functionals I, estimates for the weights a[,,’ of 
Sard’s best formulas. This estimates follow more or less directly from Theorem 2(a); the proofs 
will be omitted. Of course, the estimates for K,Bi,’ (x) can be specialized in the same way; 
moreover, in some cases the order in Theorem 3(c) can be improved to An-’ for all p (e.g., for 
example(b) below). 
(a) Interpolation, differentiation. For u E (a, b] (similar for u = a), let 
I[fl =f(u) = J;(x) dw(x), 
LI 
where 
w(x) = 
i 
0 if xE[a, u), 
1 if xE [u, b]. 
Then J[f] = I[f(“)] =f(“)(u) . i.e., we consider interpolation (s = 0) or differentiaton (1 < s < r 
- l), respectively. Let m = m:(u) be chosen such that Y,,, < u G Y,+l,n. Theorem 2(a) yields 
I afl;i,‘I < cl( yi+l,n - yi_l,n)-sqli-ml, i = m,, . . . , n - m,, (3 4 
i.e., the weights are of order ( yi+l,n - ~~_i,~)-’ near u, and decay exponentially away from U. Let 
‘i,n E S2:a11(Yml,n, em.) Yn-m2,n ) be the natural spline of degree 2r - 1 satisfying Ii,,(Yj,,) = Si,j 
(Kronecker’s symbol). Then 
I:,“,‘(U) = Q,“s,‘[r,,,] = a:,*’ for m, < i < n - m2 and 0 <s < r. 
By (3.1), the fundamental spline I,,, and its first r - 1 derivatives decay exponentially away from 
y,,,. For further results on the exponential decay of fundamental splines in the cubic case, see [4]. 
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(b) Integration. Let w be absolutely continuous, and let w’ E &[a, b], i.e., 
Then 
I~$~‘( < c2 II W’II mb;+l,n -Jh,r. (3.2) 
If, moreover, w’ E C[ a, b], and w’(u) = 0 for some u E [a, b], then it can be shown that 
/a?YI < c~(x+~,~ -Y~-J~~(W’, max( I Y~+~,~ - u 1, I Y,-~,, - 24 I)), (3.3) 
where w is the modulus of continuity of w’. E.g., for s = 0, the weights are of order 0( y,+ I.n - 
v,_i,,) in general, but of order o(_~;+i,~ - y,_i,,) near to a zero of w’. 
(c) Integration. Again let w be absolutely continuous, but w’(x) = (X - a)“( b - X)%(X), 
where @E L,[a, b], and (Y, j3 E (- 1, 0). Then 
lu1’1?1 G call + II m(Y,+*.n -Y4,“~1-sbi+l,n - d*(b -ILJ. (3.4) 
E.g., let y,,, = -cos iT/n, a = - 1, b = 1, 6 = 1, m, = m2 = 1, and (Y = p. Then, from (3.4), one 
obtains 
I4Yl 
i77 
4 c5 sin: sin 7 
i 1 
1+2a 
fori=l,...,n-1. 
(For Sard’s best quadrature formulas, see also [2, pp.251-256; 7,8,10,11,15,17].) 
4. The proofs of Section 2 
Let nodes outside [a, b] be chosen such that property (Q) is satisfied for these nodes, too, and 
let 
N~.,(~>=(y,+,,,-y,,~)[y,.,,...,y,+,,,](--x):-’, j= -r,...,n, 
be the B-splines of degree Y - 1 for these nodes. Given any formula of the form (1.2), which is 
exact for Pr_l, and with Peano kernel K,“,, the Peano kerneI K,!,‘,’ of Sard’s best formula is 
obtained by approximating Kz,, by N,,,, j ‘= m,, . . . , n - Y - nz2, in’the norm of L,. For K:,,, we 
choose 
V,,(x) = I[K.,(x, 919 (4.1) 
where 
and 
+j('> = II (Yj+t,n - ‘1, 
I=1 
a- for jc m,, 
5 = YJ+fr,,l forj=m,,...,n-r-m,, 
b+ for j>n-r-m,, 
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(and Y/+ 4r.n = i(Yj+;(r-l),n +Yj+f(r+l),n), if r is odd). For (4.1) to be well-defined, we extend 
WI = /a%4 d ( 1 w x as a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. (- l)‘H,!!,( x, .) is the Peano kernel of the 
quasi-interpolant of de Boor and Fix [5]; moreover, H:n(. , t) is the Peano kernel of central 
polynomial interpolation (this may be seen from [5, Appendix]). The Peano kernel K:n was 
already used in [9,11]. By Fubini’s Theorem, we obtain, for f~ IV[[a, b], 
~bf”‘(x)IIHf,,(x, a)] dx = ihJ,ijCr)(x)H;,,(x, t) dx dw(t). 
The inner integral on the right-hand side can be transformed by multiple partial integration and 
use of Marsden’s identity, i.e., 
Cx - t)r-l = i $j(t)N,,,(X), 
j=i-r+l 
for x E [Y;.nT Y,+1,, 1. After lengthy, but elementary calculations, which have to be omitted for 
reasons of space, one obtains the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let K,‘:,’ = Kf,n - C:_,A”,N;,,, where As;=0 ifi@{ml ,..., n-r-m,}. Then, for 
f E W{, and 0 < s < r, the following holds: 
n--m, 
J u’f”‘(x)K,B:.‘(X) dx = Z[ f’“‘] - C af>‘f(y,,.), j=m, 
where 
and 
Before 
P;,, = N,!:-"(Yj,n +) - N~C-"(Yj,n ->* 
starting with the proof of Theorem 2, let us note that 
iJ 
i~?-bi dwb) i G l;;? f(x) I d I w I(x) d sup I f(x) I w/l, (4.2) 
YJl.nCx~Yp+,.,, 
where the integrals are considered as Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals over the intervals ( Y~,~, ~~+r,~] 
in case yV+ > a, and over [Y,.,, Y~+~,~ T ] if yp,, = a (here it is important that w is right-continuous 
on (a, b)). 
Proof of Theorem 2. (1) We are concerned with L,-approximation of Peano kernels, the normal 
equations being 
K;.,(x) - ‘-k?V;N,,/(x) N,,,(x) dx = 0, 
I 
j=m,,...,n-r-mm,. (4.3) 
,=m, 
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Let Kj = tVj+r,n -Yj,n)/Y and ~i,j=/,b(KiKj)-‘~i,,(~)n:.(x) dx, i, ~=wz, ,..., n-r-m,. Let 
~;~jl be the elements of the inverse matrix. By de’ Boor [3], there exist c1 = cl(r) and 
q1 = ql( r) E (0, l), such that (for arbitrary Y), 1 Mi;j 1 G c,q, liwii Inserting the definition of K:,, . 
and using Fubini’s theorem, (4.3) yields 
A; = 
J 
%;(t) dw(t), 
a 
where 
n--r--m, 
x, t) c b.f;~~(KiKj)-‘~I,r(X) dx. 
j=m, 
Because of (4.2) we have 
n-1 
1x1 G c w/A sup IAi(t 
IL=0 Yp.n~f~Yp+l.n 
(2) From Marsden’s identity, one obtains 
(4.4) 
HtJx, t, = (r- l)! y=_r ” w)’ t p(t)((x- t&(7,- t)“,)N,,,(x). 
Let x E bO,t?~ Yo+l,n I. Then, since SUPP N,,, = [Y,,,Y,+,,,~, and I NV,, I < 1, 
For t @ [~o_,.+l, T,], this gives H;,,(x, t) = 0, and, for t E [T,_,+~, T,], 
G Cl Yo+1,, ( -Yo,n)r-l-s> (4.5) 
where property (Q) was used. 
(3) Now let t E [Y,,,, Y~+~,J, q = max(O, p + 1 - r), a, = min(n - 1, p + r - l), and j, = 
max(m,, o-r+l), j,=min(n-r-m,, a). From (4.5) and the restricted support of Hf,, and 
Nj,r, one then obtains 
n-1 
),4,(t) I = c j-yo+“n~ H&(x, t) 1 n-~m2Cl~~;-j’(K;Kj)-%$r(X) dx 
o=o YO.” j=m, 
G c2 ? (Yof1.n -~o,FY)~-‘-~ 2 411i-j’(KiKj)-~(Y,+,.,, -Yo,n). 
0=(T, j =A 
Multiple use of property (Q) now gives 
IM>l ( G ‘3 Yi+l,n _yi,n)r--s-l 2 4/i-jl 
i 
Yp+l,n -Jb r-s-i 
j =jl 
y_ 
r+l,n -Y;,n i 
G c4 Yi+l,n ( 
_yi,n)r-s-lqll;-pl (1 + Ii _ p I)y(rpsp:) 
G c5 Yi+l,n ( 
_ yi,n)r-~-lq~;-Pl ) 
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where cg = c5( r, Y), and q2 = q2(r, Y), q1 < q2 < 1 (the decisive use of property (Q) is made in 
the last step of the above estimates for Ai(t In view of (4.4), we now obtain 
n-1 
Kl ( G c5 Y,+l,n -YJr-s-l c %qji-j’* (4.6) 
/.l=o 
(For bounds on &-approximation by splines, see also [3,6].) 
(4) The estimate for KrBt*’ , given in part (b) of the theorem, now follows from (4.2), (4.5), (4.6), 
property (Q) and 
n--r--m* 
x, t) dw(t) - c ASjN;,r(x). 
i=m, 
(5) The estimate for the weights is derived from the representation given in Lemma 4. For pi,j, 
one obtains from property (Q) 
I Pi,j I = 1 X~F-“(Y,,n + > - N,IL-“(Y,,n ->I = 
(r - lNYi+,,, -Y,,J 
i+r 
1 ITI (Yv,n-Yj,n) ( 
v=i.v#J 
(4.7) 
for i =j - r,. . . , j. For $$ using Marsden’s identity gives c#$( t) = 0 for t 4 (T_,., 53. By Lemma 
4, 
Bs,r 1 
'j,n ) d suP jGJ(t)]V(w> 7/-r> 7/) + ‘6 f: jX:j(Yj+l,n-Yj,n)l-‘. 
7,_r~Cf<T, ;=j-r 
From this and (4.6), (4.7) and again (Q), the estimate given in (a) follows. q 
Proof of Theorem 3. (a) From Theorem 2(a) and (Q), we obtain 
c (a;“nr/ <Cl c Wp(yp+l,n-Yp.n)-S c q”-“‘(w + lPPl)T 
j=m, p=o j=m, 
n-l n-l 
G c2 c Wp(Yp+.+l.n -Y,.J” G c2KS c wp. 
p=o p=o 
(b) Let pr( t) = Zfrif”‘( a)( t - a)‘/i!. Then, by Taylor’s Theorem, 
n--m, 
and therefore 
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It is not sufficient here to use the estimate of Theorem 2(a) for a,t2r, but one has to start again 
with the representation of Lemma 4. The estimates given in the proof of Theorem 2 for Pi etc. 
can be used. For reasons of space, we cannot give the details here. 
(c) From Theorem 2(b) and the triangle inequality for 1: (discrete IP-space), we obtain for 
1 -up 6 cc (the case p = 1 follows directly from Theorem 2(b)), with l/p + l/p = 1, 
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